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New Issue: Cavern Funding 2020 PLC

Ratings Detail

Ratings

Class Rating* Amount (mil. £) Available credit enhancement (%)§ Interest (%) Legal final maturity

A AAA (sf) 270.00 32.8 1.15 Jan 1, 2038

B-Dfrd NR 130.00 0.3 1.70 Jan 1, 2038

C-Dfrd NR 4.76 0 3.00 Jan 1, 2038

*Our rating on the class A notes addresses the timely payment of interest and ultimate payment of principal. §Available credit enhancement

consists of subordination and the initial cash reserve expressed as a percentage of the closing pool balance. In addition, the notes benefit from

excess spread, if available. NR--Not rated.

Transaction Summary

• S&P Global Ratings has assigned its credit rating to Cavern Funding 2020 PLC's class A notes. The issuer has also

issued unrated class B and C notes.

• Our rating on the class A notes addresses the timely payment of interest and ultimate payment of principal.

• Cavern Funding 2020 is the first public securitization of U.K. auto loans originated by MI Vehicle Finance Ltd.

(MIVF). MIVF is an auto lender in the U.K. now part of the Investec group, with a focus on used car financing for

prime and near-prime customers.

• The collateral backing the class A and B notes comprises a pool of U.K. fixed-rate auto loan receivables arising

under hire purchase (HP), lease purchase (LP), and personal contract purchase (PCP) agreements granted to

borrowers resident in the U.K. for the purchase of primarily used (91.1%) and new vehicles (including light

commercial vehicles, vans, motorhomes, and motorcycles).

• The portfolio will revolve for four years after closing according to eligibility criteria and concentration limits set

contractually.

• The class C notes are uncollateralized and will be repaid from any available excess spread.

• The transaction has separate waterfalls for interest and principal collections, and the notes amortize fully

sequentially from day one.

• A combination of note subordination, cash reserve, and any available excess spread provides credit enhancement

for the rated notes.

• Liquidity for the rated notes is available in the form of the reserve fund, a liquidity reserve, and principal borrowing.

• Investec Asset Finance PLC remains the initial servicer of the portfolio. Following a servicer termination event,

including insolvency of the servicer, the back-up servicer facilitator, Investec Bank PLC, will strive to identify a

replacement servicer, and will assume servicing responsibility for the portfolio if it does not find one within 90 days.

• Both the assets and the notes pay a monthly fixed interest rate, so there is no interest rate mismatch in this

transaction.
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• There is a declaration of trust over the servicer's collection account, minimum required rating, and remedies for the

collection account bank that fully mitigate commingling risk. We have not stressed any commingling losses. We

deem the setoff risk to be fully mitigated.

• The issuer is an English special-purpose entity, which we consider to be bankruptcy remote. We have reviewed

legal opinions, which provide assurance that the sale of the assets would survive the seller's insolvency, and tax

opinions, which address the issuer's tax liabilities under the current tax legislation. We believe that the issuer's cash

flows are sufficient to meet all the tax liabilities identified.

• Our rating on this transaction is not constrained by our operational risk criteria, counterparty risk criteria, or

structured finance sovereign risk criteria.

The Credit Story

Strengths, Concerns, And Mitigating Factors

Strengths Concerns and mitigating factors

The notes amortize strictly sequentially. The class A notes

are therefore protected by the subordination of the class B

notes. If the transaction incurs defaults, it uses available

excess spread to cure PDLs.

MIVF is a relatively new originator. The company began ramping up originations

in 2015, and therefore has not operated through an economic downturn. In

addition, some loans have maturities up to 90 months, so cumulative losses and

loss timing even for the oldest origination vintages are not yet known. As a

mitigating factor, the senior management team has an established track record in

the auto finance sector across multiple economic cycles. We have accounted for

the relatively short operating history during a benign economic period and the

possible long original terms when sizing the gross loss base-case assumptions.

Liquidity for the rated notes is available from an amortizing

reserve fund, a liquidity reserve, and the possibility to

borrow principal to pay interest. This ensures timely interest

payment on the class A notes.

The transaction will revolve for four years, during which the portfolio composition

could change and its quality deteriorate. As a mitigating factor, there are eligibility

criteria and concentration limits for selecting the new receivables. In addition, the

transaction documents set certain performance triggers to suspend the revolving

period should a limit or trigger be breached. We derived our credit figures and

tested our cash flows assuming the worst portfolio composition determined

according to these documented limits.

The transaction benefits from £55,045,198 of pre-funded

amount. While these monies do not bring in any interest,

they are also not subject to delinquencies and thereby

provided nondefaulting collateral at close. Our analysis,

however, starts from the point of amortization. The

pre-funded amount is held in an account with HSBC Bank

PLC, and we have concluded that the counterparty risk was

contractually mitigated.

The concentration limits allow for up to 80% of diesel-fueled vehicles. Given the

negative press regarding diesel engines, we believe this could result in lower

recoveries. We have taken this into account in our recovery analysis. Similarly, the

eligibility criteria allow for up to 50% of electric or hybrid vehicles. The resale

value of these vehicles tends to decrease more rapidly than petrol-fueled or

diesel-fueled vehicles, which could affect recoveries. Currently, these assets

comprise barely above 1% of the pool and in light of the current U.K. market trend,

we do not believe that it will increase significantly during the revolving period.

As of the cut-off date, the portfolio did not contain any

defaulted contracts, and any new receivables purchased

during the revolving period are subject to the same

conditions. The pool is highly granular and well diversified

across the U.K. The top 10 obligors cannot account for more

than 2% of the outstanding balance.

The issuer is exposed to potential gross losses from voluntary terminations, as

permitted by the U.K. Consumer Credit Act. We have observed an increasing trend

in voluntarily terminations in the U.K. and have considered this when sizing the

gross loss base-case assumptions.

Both the auto-loans and the notes pay a fixed interest so that

there is no interest mismatch in the transaction.

According to the concentration limits and eligibility criteria, PCP loans can

comprise up to 45% of the pool and have an optional final balloon instalment.

These final instalments are capped at 35% of the pool balance. If borrowers elect

to return their financed vehicles in lieu of making the final balloon payments at

contract maturity, the transaction would be exposed to residual value (RV) risk if

the returned vehicles' sale proceeds are lower than the balloon amount. As a

mitigating factor, we have accounted for potential stressed RV losses in our

analysis
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Strengths, Concerns, And Mitigating Factors (cont.)

Strengths Concerns and mitigating factors

The reserve fund, funded through the class C notes' issuance, though building up at

the start of the transaction to 1% of the class A notes, can then amortize with the

class A notes based on very lose default and loss triggers, subject to a relatively

low floor. Another reserve, built through principal collection, provides an

additional source of liquidity for the class A notes.

The issuer does not have any rights to the vehicles themselves; it only has rights in

connection with their sale proceeds. Accordingly, if the seller becomes insolvent,

the issuer is reliant on any insolvency official taking appropriate steps to sell the

assets. Because the sale proceeds have been assigned to the issuer, the insolvency

official will not have any financial incentive to take these steps because it will not

benefit the bankruptcy estate's creditors. The inclusion of an insolvency

administrator's incentive fee at a senior level in the priority of payments mitigates

this risk, in our view.

Collateral

The initial portfolio (as of Aug. 31, 2020) mainly comprises loans on used vehicles (91.1%) granted to private

individuals (81.2%). The vehicles financed are mostly cars (86.1%).

Eligibility criteria and concentration limits

The transaction documents set out certain eligibility criteria for the initial pool and for the subsequent subpools added

during the revolving phase.

The features of the loans under the common eligibility criteria include:

• The loan arises under an eligible contract;

• It is freely transferable and is not subject to a dispute or any right of rescission, set off, counterclaim, termination, or

analogous right;

• The loan's aggregate principal balance does not exceed the relevant concentration limit test;

• The borrower has paid at least one installment;

• It must not be in arrears;

• None of the contracts were entered into simultaneously with, or linked to, products that may give rise to any

potential set-off risk;

• The seller has not repossessed the vehicle, or given any notice, nor applied for any court order to repossess a

vehicle as at the cut-off date;

• The loan does not include any right which would result in the issuer acquiring the title of a vehicle; and

• It must be British pound sterling denominated.

Under the transaction documents, the seller will remedy any breach of these criteria either by correcting the breach or

by repurchasing the affected receivable at a price equal to its outstanding principal balance.

During the four-year revolving period, new purchases will have to comply with the eligibility criteria as well as the

concentration limits listed in table 1 below.
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We have used these eligibility criteria and concentration limits to size the worst-case pool composition at the start of

the amortization period.

Table 1

Closing Pool Compared With Contractual Concentration Limits

Collateral Characteristics Closing pool Concentration limit

Weighted-average principal balance per customer (£) 11,042 Maximum 20,000

Weighted-average customer interest rate (%) 7.99 Minimum 7.0

Weighted-average remaining term (months) for all loans 37.9 Maximum 60

Regulated assets by balance (%) 82.3 Maximum 90.0

Original LTV (%) 85.6 Maximum 95.0

Loan type (%)

HP loans 56.7 Minimum 45.0

PCP loans 37.2 Maximum 45.0

LP loans 6.1 Maximum 10.0

Balloon risk (%)

PCP Balloon 19.9 Maximum 35.0

LP Balloon 3.2 Maximum 10.0

Vehicle type (%)

Car 86.1 N/A

LCV/Van 13.60 Maximum 20.0

Motorcycle 0.01 Maximum 5.0

Motorhome 0.30 Maximum 5.0

Client type (%)

Private individual 81.2 N/A

Sole trader 2.2 N/A

Partnership 0.6 N/A

Limited company/LLP 16.0 Maximum 25.0

Fuel type (%)

Petrol 29.1 Maximum 65.0

Diesel 70.0 Maximum 80.0

Electric 0.2 Maximum 50.0

Hybrid 0.7 Maximum 50.0

New/used vehicles (%)

New 8.9 Maximum 20.0

Used 91.1 N/A

Borrower concentration (%)

Single 0.07 Maximum 0.50

Top 10 0.54 Maximum 2.00

Borrowers with balances greater than £250,000 3 Maximum 10

Borrower Equifax scores (%)

Unknown 6.9 Maximum 10.0
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Table 1

Closing Pool Compared With Contractual Concentration Limits (cont.)

Collateral Characteristics Closing pool Concentration limit

0-350 7.8 Maximum 10.0

350-454 36.1 Maximum 65.0

455+ 49.2 Minimum 35.0

Vehicle make (%)

Top 1 (currently Ford) 17.7 Maximum 25.0

Top 2 (currently Land Rover) 13.7 Maximum 20.0

Top 3 (currently Mercedes-Benz) 12.9 Maximum 20.0

Makes with exposure above 20% outside top 3 0 0

Geographical concentration (%)

East Anglia 2.1 Maximum 20.0

East Midlands 5.5 Maximum 20.0

London and South East 23.8 Maximum 45.0

North 8.5 Maximum 20.0

North West 13.9 Maximum 20.0

Northern Ireland 9.4 Maximum 20.0

Scotland 9.9 Maximum 20.0

South West 3.7 Maximum 20.0

Wales 5.1 Maximum 20.0

West Midlands 9.6 Maximum 20.0

Yorkshire & Humberside 8.4 Maximum 20.0

Unknown 0.04 Maximum 20.0

PCP--Personal contract purchase. HP--Hire purchase. LP--Lease purchase.

LTV--Loan-to-value. N/A--Not applicable.

Collateral key features at closing
Table 2

Pool Characteristics

Cavern Funding

2020 PLC

Azure Finance

No. 2 PLC

Dowson 2020-1

PLC

Dowson 2019-1

PLC

Turbo Finance 8

PLC

Originator MI Vehicle

Finance Ltd.

Blue Motor

Finance Ltd.

Oodle Financial

Services Ltd.

Oodle Financial

Services Ltd.

FirstRand Bank Ltd.,

London Branch

Country U.K. U.K. U.K U.K. U.K.

Pool cut-off date August 2020 May 2020 March 1, 2020 September 2019 November 2018

Aggregate principal balance

outstanding (mil. £)

345.06 195.30 220.01 353.40 400.00

Number of loans 31,251 23,195 25,112 41,363 56,590

Average remaining loan principal

balance (£)

11,042 8,420 8,758 8,544 7,068

Weighted-average life (months) 25.1 30.0 29.0 29.0 24.0

Weighted-average yield (%) 7.99 13.75 16.8 16.88 11.45

Weighted-average seasoning

(months)

13.4 4.7 5.3 7.5 10.4
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Table 2

Pool Characteristics (cont.)

Cavern Funding

2020 PLC

Azure Finance

No. 2 PLC

Dowson 2020-1

PLC

Dowson 2019-1

PLC

Turbo Finance 8

PLC

Weighted-average remaining

term (months)

37.9 54.7 52.24 50.2 43.0

Weighted-average original term

(months)

51.4 58.7 57.55 57.6 53.5

Original loan-term (%)*

<= 3 years 1.6 7.48 1.07 0.81 8.94

3 <= 4 years 13.5 13.69 5.30 5.29 21.34

4 <= 5 years 50.7 68.17 9.81 93.90 69.71

5 <= 6 years 33.9 2.42 83.82 0 0

6 <= 7 years 0.2 8.24 0 0

Weighted-average loan-to-value

(%)

85.6 97.57 99.12 102.02 88.87

Original loan-to-value (%)

<=60% 6.5 4.10 2.33 1.95 6.85

60 - 70% 7.1 3.38 2.68 2.07 6.87

70 - 80% 12.3 6.19 6.68 5.11 11.30

80 - 90% 27.0 13.32 14.95 11.81 18.73

90 - 100% 27.8 22.31 24.00 21.18 28.55

100 - 110% 18.3 25.87 21.16 23.22 23.74

110 - 120% 0.1 24.75 17.98 22.14 3.79

> 120% 0 4.10 10.22 12.52 0.17

Loan type (%)

Fully amortizing 56.7 100 100 100 85.78

Balloon - scheduled installments

portion

3.2 0 0 0 6.79

Balloon - residual value portion 19.9 0 0 0 7.43

Vehicle type (%)

New 8.9 1.29 0.8 0.77 4.92

Used 91.1 98.71 99.2 99.23 95.08

Customer type (%)

Private 81.2 100 100 100 96.08

Commercial 18.8 0 0 0 3.92

Financed vehicle (%)

Car 86.1 95.86 N.A. N.A. 86.69

LCV 13.6 3.50 N.A. N.A. 10.25

Motorcycle 0.01 0.64 N.A. N.A. 3.06

Other 0.2 0 N.A. N.A. 0

Engine type (%)

Petrol 29.1 33.56 33.7 66.30 57.00

Diesel 70.0 62.98 65.3 31.35 38.69
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Table 2

Pool Characteristics (cont.)

Cavern Funding

2020 PLC

Azure Finance

No. 2 PLC

Dowson 2020-1

PLC

Dowson 2019-1

PLC

Turbo Finance 8

PLC

Others (plug-ins, hybrids, electric,

etc.)

1.0 3.46 1.0 2.36 4.31

Top 3 geographic concentration

First (%) 23.8 16.30 24.0 24.59 12.35

Second (%) 13.9 14.15 14.0 14.13 11.35

Third (%) 9.9 13.77 11.8 13.44 10.42

Top 3 manufacturer concentration

First (%) 17.7 13.05 12.76 12.88 15.21

Second (%) 13.7 11.30 11.55 11.76 11.38

Third (%) 12.9 10.01 11.04 10.72 8.86

Borrower concentration (%)

Largest borrower 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01

Top 20 borrowers 0.9 0.49 0.37 0.24 0.23

*For Azure Finance No. 2 PLC, three years includes loans with original terms of 37 months, four years includes 49 months, five years includes 61

months, six years includes 73, and seven years includes 85 months. N.A.--Not available.

Chart 1

COVID-19 Summary

In the initial months following COVID-19, we have observed a slight increase in borrower defaults, although accounts

affected by COVID-19 have had their arrears status frozen and prepayment rates have also dropped significantly.
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Requests for COVID-19-related forbearance rose sharply from March to April, where they peaked, after which they

decreased slightly in May and significantly in June. Current new requests are negligible.

Forbearance measures were generally granted for three months to private individuals and six months to companies.

Accounts affected by COVID-19-related forbearance represented about 13% of the portfolio as of end of June.

A small percentage of accounts have not resumed their payment past their forbearance date. As per the eligibility

criteria, these accounts have been excluded from the securitized pool.

As of August 2020, the status of accounts (as a percentage of balance) past the forbearance end date was 96.04% clean

or up to 30 days, 3.21% in the 30-90 days bucket, and 0.75% in the 90+ days bucket. We have taken these

characteristics into account when sizing our credit assumptions.

Originator And Servicer

Originations

MIVF was established in 1991 and operated solely as a broker before Investec Asset Finance, itself part of the Investec

group, acquired it in 2014. Under the Investec ownership and from 2015, it started to develop its own lending business.

Lending has since grown significantly until the COVID-19 lockdown. Business is sourced mostly through branch and a

dealers network of over 600 sites. MIVF offers HP, PCP, and LP loans to retail and business customers. It targets

prime customers with a limited volume of business in the near-prime sphere. The vast majority of the lending is done

on used vehicles.

Servicing

Investec Asset Finance services the transaction in MIVF's name and under its servicing standards. All monthly

payments are made by direct debit. In the event of a missed payment, the typical collection approach is to send a letter

to the customer with phone calls and email follow-ups as required. A default notice is sent after two missed payments.

Recoveries are referred to an external agent.

MIVF successfully implemented its business continuity plans in response to COVID-19 and we understand there was

no material disruption in servicing. In response to a significant increase in customer enquiries, headcount on the

collections team has been increased. Investec Bank is the back-up servicer facilitator and will assume the role of

back-up servicer if it cannot find another entity 90 days after the termination of the servicer.

We consider the mostly prime loans in the portfolio to have a low sensitivity of asset performance to a servicer

disruption, and we deem that replacement servicers are easily available in the U.K. market. Consequently, we assess

the severity and portability risk of the securitized assets as low under our operational risk criteria. There is no rating

constraint in the transaction due to operational risk.

Credit Analysis And Assumptions

We analyzed performance data provided by the originator at the subpool level, based on loan type, examining separate

gross credit loss and voluntary termination loss data, as well as recoveries. We have analyzed credit risk by applying
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our European auto ABS criteria (see "Methodology And Assumptions For European Auto ABS," published Oct. 15,

2015).

Macroeconomic and sector outlook

S&P Global Ratings acknowledges a high degree of uncertainty about the evolution of the coronavirus pandemic. The

consensus among health experts is that the pandemic may now be at, or near, its peak in some regions, but will remain

a threat until a vaccine or effective treatment is widely available, which may not occur until the second half of 2021.

We are using this assumption in assessing the economic and credit implications associated with the pandemic (see our

research here: www.spglobal.com/ratings). As the situation evolves, we will update our assumptions and estimates

accordingly.

In our view, changes in GDP growth and the unemployment rate are key determinants of hostile terminations, whereas

voluntary terminations are more strongly aligned with supply and demand for secondhand vehicles.

We believe that our base-case hostile termination assumptions account for the expected performance deterioration

due to rising unemployment and for the non-curing of some accounts on COVID-19 payment deferrals.

With respect to recoveries, we believe some mitigating factors that could support U.K. used car prices are lower

production of new vehicles, shifting demand to the used car market, and a currency impact from sterling depreciation,

which makes new vehicle imports more expensive and supports secondary market prices. Another factor is the

steadying supply in the used car market as most vehicles from the peak of new registrations in 2015 and 2016 entered

the used car market in 2018 and 2019. However, we believe that COVID-19 could lengthen recovery timing, and we

have reflected this in our cash flow assumptions accordingly.

Gross default base cases

Hostile terminations. MIVF started ramping up originations in 2015, so there is less than five years of meaningful

performance data available. In addition, some loans have maturities up to 90 months, so cumulative losses and loss

timing even for the oldest origination vintages are not yet known. Given this data limitation, to set our base-case

assumptions, we derived an expected loss-timing curve from the historical performance of peer transactions (see chart

2). We applied this loss-timing curve to the realized performance for each origination vintage to extrapolate the future

expected losses over the entire loan term. The loss-timing curve applied reflects back-loaded losses from peer

transactions, which maximizes the expected future defaults in our analysis.
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Chart 2

In the U.K., defaults or gross losses are referred to as hostile terminations. A loan is typically considered defaulted in

the transaction once a payment is 90 days past due. We were provided with the historical static gross loss curves for

the managed portfolio from second-quarter 2015 to second-quarter 2020. We have derived a gross loss expectation for

each sub-pool. By setting our base case, we have considered both the obligor's credit scores composition of the pool

and the product composition of the pool. We have concluded that setting the base case using the product composition

of the pool is more conservative. Our base-case hostile termination assumption is 2.9% for HP loans, 11% for PCP

loans, and 10% for LP loans. We derived our base-case cumulative gross loss of 7.26% for the portfolio by maximizing

the proportion of PCP and LP loans in the pool contemplated by the contractual concentration limits. We then

adjusted this upwards by 0.5% to reflect the current negative macroeconomic environment. We adjust our multiples to

account for the fact that this negative environment will have the most impact at the bottom of our rating scale and that

we are rating at the 'AAA' level. The 4.58 multiple at a 'AAA' level for our hostile termination base case is a reflection

of this, as well as the length of the revolving period, the potential proportion of unusual assets, and the fact that this

originator is not known to us.
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Chart 3 Chart 4

Chart 5
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Voluntary terminations

Cumulative voluntary termination assumptions. The HP agreements are subject to voluntary terminations. Under the

U.K. Consumer Credit Act (CCA), borrowers who have paid back more than 50% of the total amount due have the

option to discharge in full their obligations toward the lender by returning the vehicle. This feature might expose the

issuer to a loss if the market value of the returned car is below the outstanding principal balance under the loan

contract.

The seller has provided us with quarterly static cumulative gross losses resulting from voluntary terminations,

spanning from second-quarter 2015 through second-quarter 2020. As loan cohorts season, we expect voluntary

terminations to increase, which is consistent with our view for the U.K. market overall. We set our base-case voluntary

termination assumption at 3.25%.

Chart 6

The applicable multiple for voluntary terminations losses at the 'AAA' rating level is 2.77x.

Recoveries and recovery timing

Recoveries are a combination of vehicle sale proceeds and ancillary payments received from the borrowers. We

received aggregate static recovery data by default cohort, split between hostile terminations and voluntary

terminations. The data spans second-quarter 2015 through second-quarter 2020.
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Chart 7 Chart 8

The closing pool contains a high portion of receivables with original loan-to-value (LTV) ratios above 100%. Original

maturities of the loans can be up to 120 months for newly purchased assets, which results in slower principal

amortization, and mostly used vehicles are being financed with relatively low average loan balances. In addition, there

is a high percentage of diesel vehicles in the pool, which we believe could face lower recoveries in light of the negative

press surrounding these engine types.

Based on this, we considered a conservative stressed recovery rate of 30% for investment-grade rating levels.

For recoveries related to hostile terminations, we assumed all would be realized 21 months after default. In light of

COVID-19, which could delay the repossession and sale of the vehicle, we increased this assumption from the

observed first set of recoveries linked to the sale of the vehicle by six months. We do not assume a recovery lag for

voluntary terminations, since obligors must return their vehicle to exercise this right. The stressed recoveries exclude

the recovery administrator fees, which we have considered separately in our cash flow assumptions.

Credit Assumptions Summary

Table 3

Credit Assumptions Summary--Worst-Case Pool

Rating

level

Cumulative

HT base-case

(%)

HT Stress

multiple

(x)

Stressed

cumulative

HT (%)

Cumulative

VT base-case

(%)

VT Stress

multiple

(x)

Stressed

cumulative

VT (%)

Stressed

recovery

rate (%)

Balloon

stress

losses

(%)

Stressed

cumulative

net losses

(%)

AAA 7.76 4.58 35.6 3.25 2.77 9.0 30.0 8.00 31.56

HT--Hostile termination. VT--Voluntary termination.
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Peer Comparison At 'AAA'

Table 4

'AAA' Comparison

Cavern

Funding 2020

PLC

Azure

Finance No. 2

PLC

Azure Finance

No. 1 PLC*

Dowson

2019-1 PLC*

Turbo

Finance 8

PLC

Stressed HT gross loss (%) 35.6 45.69 59.50 59.5 24.68

Stressed VT gross loss (%) 9 9.45 7.50 7.50 3.00

Stressed recovery rate (%) 30 27.50 27.50 27.50 30.00

Stressed combined cumulative net loss (%) 33.56 39.97 48.58 48.58 19.38

*The Azure Finance No. 1 PLC and Dowson 2019-1

PLC transactions were capped at a 'AA' rating level at

closing. The 'AAA' levels provided in the table are for

comparison purposes only and were not applicable for

those transactions at closing.

Residual Value Risk

The transaction is also exposed to market value decline risk, through the PCP receivables, if vehicles are returned in

lieu of borrowers making the optional balloon payment.

The originator sets the RV against the CAP Future Forecast Value to which it applies a discount. We have used a 10%

discount assumption in our analysis. This is in line with the performance of sale proceeds versus the RV forecast.

We applied separate residual value losses to the optional balloon installments of the PCP contracts that remain after

considering prepayments and the other losses. These optional balloon installments represent a maximum 35% of the

pool balance based on the concentration limit. The maturity distribution of the balloon installments of the initial pool is

provided in chart 9.
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Chart 9

In our stressed analysis, we believe that PCP handbacks would significantly increase if borrowers had negative equity

in their vehicles. We assumed a turn-in rate of 90% at contract maturity and base-case market value declines of 40% in

our 'AAA' rating scenario. We then adjusted our base-case market value decline assumption to account for the fleet

composition, the diversification in brands, and the RV value setting policy, amongst other factors. The stressed

residual value losses are shown in the table below.

Table 5

Residual Value Loss Assumptions

Rating level Turn-in rate (%) Loss severity (%) Stressed residual value loss (%)

AAA 90.0 30.0 27.0

The transaction is also exposed to market value decline risk indirectly through the lease purchase receivables which

carry a final balloon payment. We have stressed these with an additional 8% loss added to the non defaulted,

non-prepaid part of the asset.

Transaction Structure

The issuer purchased a pool of U.K. auto loan receivables with the issuance proceeds of the class A and B notes (the

collateralized notes). Part of the proceeds will be kept as cash at first to purchase additional assets later. The initial
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pool balance will therefore be less than the collateralized notes' aggregate note principal balance, the balance being the

pre-funding amount. The class C notes are uncollateralized, and the issuance proceeds will fund the reserve fund and

the contingency reserve.

Chart 10

Cavern Funding 2020 is a special-purpose entity, which we consider to be bankruptcy remote under our legal criteria.

We have reviewed legal opinions, which provide assurance that the sale of the assets would survive the insolvency of

the seller.

We also expect that the issuer's cash flows will be sufficient to meet all the tax liabilities identified in the tax opinion.
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Cash Flow Mechanics

The transaction has a separate interest and principal waterfall. Interest on the notes is payable monthly in arrears in

accordance with the interest waterfall. Cash flows redeem strictly sequentially in accordance with the priority of

payments.

If the security trustee delivers an enforcement notice to the issuer following an event of default, all funds from the

enforced security are distributed according to post-enforcement priority of payments. We have reviewed the issuer

events of defaults and have concluded that they are remote in our rating scenarios. As a result, our analysis solely

focuses on the pre-enforcement priority of payments.

Available interest and principal amounts
Table 6

Available Amounts After The End Of The Revolving Period

Interest amounts Principal amounts

Interest collections. Scheduled principal payments.

Recoveries from defaulted assets (HTs and VTs). Unscheduled principal payments (prepayments).

Interest received on the issuer's bank account. Amounts allocated in the interest waterfall to cure PDLs.

The reserve fund (to the extent applicable). Liquidity reserve emptied for the class A notes' benefit on its final payment

day.

Liquidity reserve (to the extent applicable). Principal recoveries other than what is covered in the interest available

amounts.

Principal draws (to the extent applicable).

Any surplus principal available as per the principal priority of

payments.

HT--Hostile termination. VT--Voluntary termination. PDL--Principal deficiency ledger.

Priority of payments

On each monthly payment date, the issuer will apply interest collections from the previous month, including any

recoveries from the liquidation of the vehicles. The issuer will also apply principal collections from the previous month,

including any amounts applied to cure principal deficiencies under the interest waterfall. The order of these payments

are outlined in the table below.

Table 7

Priority Of Payments

Interest waterfall Principal waterfall

Senior fees (including an insolvency administrator's incentive fee). Top of the principal liquidity reserve.

Interest on the class A notes. Class A notes' principal until fully paid.

Clear the class A notes' PDL. Class B notes' principal until fully paid.

Clear the class B notes' PDL. Excess to be applied under the interest waterfall.

Reserve fund topped up.

Interest on the class B notes.

Interest on the class C notes.

Class C notes' principal.
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Table 7

Priority Of Payments (cont.)

Interest waterfall Principal waterfall

Payment of deferred consideration

PDL--Principal deficiency ledger.

Principal deficiency ledgers

The principal deficiency ledgers (PDLs) aim to ensure that the issuer's liabilities (for the collateralized notes) match the

performing assets. This mechanism would accelerate the redemption of the most senior notes if there are defaults or

voluntary terminations in the portfolio by redirecting interest collections to the principal waterfall. The transaction

features a separate PDL for each class A and B notes. Principal deficiencies are debited to the PDL

reverse-sequentially starting with the class B notes' PDL, while debits may subsequently be cleared through the

interest waterfall sequentially starting with the class A notes' PDL debits.

Excess spread

Excess spread results from the difference between:

• The interest income received from the assets; and

• The interest on the rated notes plus any senior fees and servicing fees.

Excess spread is available to cure any principal deficiencies that arise as a result of defaulted receivables, or losses on

voluntary terminations. Based on the closing pool (including the assets earning 7.99% and the pre-funding cash

amount which we stress with no earning), the portfolio's weighted-average yield is 6.81%, and we estimate the excess

spread to be about 5.15%. Based on the contractual minimal weighted-average yield of the assets stressed for spread

compression and the stressed servicing fee of 1.00%, we estimate the excess spread to be at least 4.6% at the start of

the amortization period. In our cash flow analysis we then apply a compression stress to the assets' contractual

minimum weighted-average yield.

Table 8

Excess Spread

At closing Stressed WAC and stressed fees at the start of the amortization period

Assets WAC 6.81% 7.00%

Servicer fees 0.26% 1.00%

Senior fees 0.05% 0.05%

Notes coupon 1.35% 1.35%

Excess spread 5.15% 4.60%

WAC--Weighted-average coupon.

Reserve fund

At closing, the seller funded a cash reserve, representing 0.5% of the class A notes, through issuance of the class C

notes. This is set to increase to 1% of the class A notes through available revenue, will amortize in line with the class A

notes, subject to a floor, and will empty to redeem the class A notes on its last payment date. The amortization can

only take place if cumulative defaults are less than 40% and losses less than 10% of the original deal size. The reserve
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is available to pay senior fees, interests on the class A, and to cure the class A and B PDLs. We find under our 'AAA'

stress that this reserve does not build up to its target amount.

The proceeds from the class C notes also funded a contingency reserve of £150,000, to cover exceptional

extraordinary expenses. We do not model such expenses in our cash flows as we believe they are captured by our

stressed fees, and do not give credit to this reserve either.

Other liquidity support

An amortizing liquidity reserve will build to 0.5% of the class A notes through available principal, subject to a floor of

£300,000. This will be available to pay the class A notes' interest as well as senior fees. A drawing on the liquidity

reserve books a PDL.

Senior fees and interest can also be paid on the class A notes' interest through principal borrowing. This will be done if

the reserve fund and the principal liquidity reserve do not suffice.

Call options

MIVF can repurchase all of the receivables at a price sufficient to repay the class A and B notes, senior fees, and

interests.

The issuer can exercise a clean-up call option as soon as the principal balance outstanding is at or below 10% of the

pool balance at closing. If exercised, the seller must repurchase the assets at a price sufficient to cover the principal

outstanding on the rated notes, plus all accrued interest.

In our analysis, we have not considered a call to occur.

Mitigation Of Seller Risks

Commingling risk

Payments under the auto loans are paid by direct debit into a collection account, which is not in the name of the issuer

and carries a minimum rating.

According to the transaction documents, the servicer must sweep all collections to the issuer transaction bank by close

of the next business day. In order to mitigate the commingling risk attached to the potential bankruptcy of the

collection account holders, a declaration of trust over the amounts standing to the credit of the collection accounts in

favor of the issuer is in place.

In the case of a servicer default, we consider that there is a month's worth of liquidity stress, during which time

borrowers will redirect their payments.

Setoff risk

In general, if the seller/servicer becomes insolvent, setoff risk may arise. This is because obligors can set off their loan

installments against:

• Their salary (employee setoff);

• Insurance obligations (if the insurance provider becomes insolvent);
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• Maintenance and servicing obligations (if the maintenance or service provider becomes insolvent); or

• Their deposits (deposit setoff).

MIVF is not a deposit-taking institution. Moreover, the seller's employees are excluded when receivables are

transferred to the securitization vehicle by a specific eligibility criterion. Therefore, we currently consider that the

transaction is not exposed to deposit and employee setoff risk.

In addition, according to the eligibility criteria, the loans agreements are not linked in any way to insurance,

maintenance contracts, or servicing contracts, so we do not expect that any setoff risk would arise.

No title over the vehicles

The issuer does not have any rights over the vehicles themselves but only in connection with their sale proceeds.

Accordingly, in case of seller insolvency, the issuer is reliant on any insolvency official taking appropriate steps to sell

the assets. Because the sale proceeds have been assigned to the issuer, the insolvency official will not have any

financial incentive to take such steps because it will not benefit the bankruptcy estate's creditors.

This risk is mitigated by the inclusion at a senior level in the priority of payments of an insolvency administrator's

incentive fee. In our analysis, to account for this risk, we considered that 5% of recovery proceeds will have to be paid

to the insolvency administrator, subject to a 1% cap of the initial pool size. We consider this level will be sufficient to

incentivize the insolvency official.

Cash Flow Analysis

Table 9

Cash Flow Assumptions For All Rating Levels

Scenario

Delinquency Two-thirds of monthly HT amount recovered six months later

Recession start (month) HT: 1 VT: 1

Length of recession (months) 25

Recovery lag for HT (months) 21

Stressed servicing fees (%) 1.0

Fixed fees (£) 100,000

Other fees (insolvency administrator incentive fee, as a percentage over

recoveries [HTs and VTs]; %)

5%; subject to 1% cap of initial pool balance

Low CPR (%) 0.50

High CPR (%) Without forbearance stress: 24

Interest up* Up from current level 0% to 14%.

Interest flat At current level

Interest down From current to 0%

Initial WAC (%) 7.0

Relative WAC compression (%) 3.1

Commingling loss (months) One month delay

Setoff loss (£) 0
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Table 9

Cash Flow Assumptions For All Rating Levels (cont.)

Scenario

Forbearance stress§ 25% of scheduled collections in the first six months are delayed

until after the WAL.

*In our stresses for the rising interest rate scenario, we typically consider a 2% monthly increment up to a maximum interest rate of 14%, from the

prevailing pound sterling London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). §To stress for potential increased forbearance/payment deferrals as a result of

COVID-19, we assumed that a portion of scheduled collections in the first six months would be delayed until later in the life of the transaction.

HT--Hostile terminations. VT--Voluntary terminations. WAC--Weighted-average coupon. WAL--Weighted average life. CPR--Constant

prepayment rate.

Based on the assumptions discussed above, the low prepayment scenario is the most stressful because despite

maximizing available excess spread, it exposes the transaction longer to residual value risk.

Our analysis indicates that the available credit enhancement is sufficient to withstand the credit and cash flow stresses

that we apply at the 'AAA' rating level for the class A notes. Our rating on the class A notes addresses the timely

payment of interest and ultimate payment of principal.

Chart 11 shows the collateral and the note amortization profile under our 'AAA' scenario.

Chart 11

Counterparty Risk

The transaction is exposed to counterparty risk in relation to HSBC Bank PLC, as collection account and issuer

account bank provider. The documented replacement framework and the remedy provisions for transaction

counterparties adequately mitigate counterparty risk.
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Table 10

Supporting Ratings*

Institution/role Current rating Replacement trigger

Collateral posting

trigger

Maximum supported

rating

HSBC Bank PLC as bank account

provider

ICR: A+ A/A-1 N/A AAA

HSBC Bank PLC as collection account ICR: A+ BBB/A-2 N/A AAA

*For a full list of transaction participants, please refer to the appendix. N/A--Not applicable. ICR--Issuer credit rating. TBD--To be determined.

Sovereign Risk

Our long-term unsolicited sovereign credit rating on the U.K. is 'AA'. Therefore, our rating in this transaction is not

constrained by our structured finance sovereign risk criteria.

Scenario Analysis

We analyzed the effect of a moderate stress on the credit variables and its ultimate effect on our rating on the notes.

For this purpose, we ran eight scenarios by either increasing stressed defaults and/or reducing expected recoveries as

below.

Table 11

Scenario Stresses

Recovery rate base case (%)

Gross default rate base case (%) 0.0 (10.0) (25.0)

0 Base case Scenario 3 Scenario 6

10 Scenario 1 Scenario 4 Scenario 7

25 Scenario 2 Scenario 5 Scenario 8

The results of the above sensitivity analysis indicate an up to two-notch deterioration for the class A notes, and no

lower than one category for the class B notes. Transaction features such as initial subordination levels and liquidity

reserve enhance the stability of the ratings under each scenario.

Table 12

Scenario Stress Analysis Results

Class Base caes Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 8

Class A AAA AA+ AA AAA AA+ AA AA+ AA AA

Monitoring And Surveillance

We assess at least quarterly the underlying portfolio's performance, including defaults and delinquencies. Additionally,

we also assess at least annually:

• The supporting ratings;
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• The servicer's operations and its ability to maintain minimum servicing standards; and

• Whether the then-available credit enhancement for each class of notes is sufficient to withstand losses that are

commensurate with the current rating assigned.

Appendix

Transaction Participants

Issuer Cavern Funding 2020 PLC

Originator MI Vehicle Finance Ltd.

Seller MI Vehicle Finance Ltd.

Servicer Invesec Asset Finance PLC

Backup servicer facilitator/back-up servicer Investec Bank PLC

Account bank HSBC Bank PLC

Paying agent HSBC Bank PLC

Cash manager Investec Bank PLC

Note trustee HSBC Corporate Trustee Company (UK) Ltd.

Security trustee HSBC Corporate Trustee Company (UK) Ltd.

Corporate services provider CSC Capital Markets UK Ltd.

Arranger and Lead Manager Investec Bank PLC
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